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Abstract 
Let G = (V, E) be a graph and u, v ~ V. Then, u strongly dominates v and v weakly dominates 
u if (i) uv ~ E and (ii) deg u >/deg v. A set D c V is a strong-dominating set (sd-set) of G if every 
vertex in V - D is strongly dominated by at least one vertex in D. Similarly, a weak-dominating 
set (wd-set) is defined. The strong (weak) domination umber 7s (7w) of G is the minimum 
cardinality of an sd-set (wd-set). Besides investigating some relationship of ?s and ?w with other 
known parameters of G, some bounds are obtained. A graph G is domination balanced if there 
exists an sd-set D1 and a wd-set/)2 such that D1 c~D2 = 0. A study of domination balanced 
graphs is initiated. 
Let G = (V, E) be a graph and uv e E. Then, u and v dominate ach other. Further,  
u strongly dominates v and v weakly dominates u if deg u >~ deg v. 
Strong and weak dominat ion arise natural ly in certain practical  situations. For  
example, consider a network of roads connecting a number of locations. In such 
a network, the degree of a vertex v is the number of roads meeting at v. Suppose 
deg u >~ deg v. Natural ly ,  the traffic at u is heavier than that at v. If we consider the 
traffic between u and v, preference should be given to the vehicles going from u to v. 
Thus, in some sense, u strongly dominates v and v weakly dominates u. 
A subset D of V is a dominating set of G if every vertex v in V - D is dominated by 
some u ~ D. Further,  D is a strong dominating set (sd-set) if every vertex v ~ V - D is 
strongly dominated by some u in D. Similarly, we define a weak dominating set (wd-set). 
The domination umber 7(G) of G is the min imum cardinal ity of a dominat ing set. 
Similarly, we define the strong domination number 7~(G) and the weak domination 
number ~/w(G) of G. 
The dominat ion umber 7(G) is a well-studied parameter  as we can see from the 
bib l iography [4] on dominat ion.  
The purpose of this paper is to study the new parameters 72 = ~s(G) and ~w = 7w(G) 
and relate them to other known graph parameters.  
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In Fig. 1, for G1, 7s = 3 and y,~ = 4, whereas for G2, 7s = 6 and 7w = 5. Thus, 7s < 7w 
for Ga and 7w < Y~ for G2. Note that if D is a minimal sd-set, then, V - D need not be 
a wd-set. For G3, the nonpendant vertices form a minimal sd-set, but the pendant 
vertices do not form a wd-set. 
For  u ~ V, let N(u) = {v ~ V: uv e E} and U[u] = N(u)w {u}. 
If D is a minimal dominating set, then, for each u e D, one of the following holds: 
(i) N(u)c~D = 0, (ii) there exists a v e V - D, such that N(v)c~D = {u}. 
Similar results hold for minimal sd-sets and wd-sets. 
Proposition 1. Let D be a minimal sd-set (wd-set). Then, for each v ~ D, one of the 
following holds: 
(i) No vertex in D strongly (weakly) dominates v. 
(ii) There exists a vertex u ~ V - D such that v is the only vertex in D which strongly 
(weakly) dominates u. 
We now obtain some elementary bounds for 7s and 7w. 
Let A and 6 be the max imum and min imum degrees, respectively, of a graph G. 
Further, let ~s = ys((7) and ~w = 7w(G), where (7 is the complement of G. 
Proposition 2. For a graph G of order p, 
7~<ys~<p-A ,  
~<yw~<p-6 .  
(1) 
(2) 
Proof. Since every sd-set or wd-set is a dominating set, we have, y ~< 7s and y ~< 7w. 
For  u, v e V, if deg u = A and deg v = 6 then, clearly, V - N(u) is an sd-set and 
V - N(v) is a wd-set, and the upper bounds in (1) and (2) follow. []  
We now obtain some bounds for Ys and Yw when G is a tree. In a tree, a support is 
a vertex adjacent to a pendant vertex. 
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Proposition 3. Let T be a tree with p >~ 3 vertices, e pendant vertices and b supports. 
Then, 
b ~< 7 ~< 7s <~ 7c = P -  e, (3) 
e~Tw<~p-b .  (4) 
Further, if T # K 1,,, then, 
~s = 2, (5) 
7w ~< P - e, (6) 
b+2~<Ts+~s~<p,  (7) 
7w + 7w ~< 2p-  3. (8) 
Proof. In a tree, there always exists a minimum dominating set containing all the 
supports. Hence, b ~< 7. It is known that 7c = P - e (see [6]). Since the nonpendant 
vertices in T form an sd-set, h ~< P - e. In view of (1), (3) holds. To establish (4), we 
observe that the set of all nonsupports form a wd-set. Hence, 7w ~< P - b. The lower 
bound in (4) holds since any wd-set contains all pendant vertices. If u and v are 
pendant vertices adjacent o different supports, then, {u, v} is a minimum sd-set of T. 
Thus, (5) is true. Now, (6) follows from the fact that the set of all nonpendant vertices 
of T forms a wd-set of T. Since e ~> 2 and b/> 1 in T, (7) follows from (3) and (5). Now, 
(4) and (6) yield (8). [] 
Let i(G) denote the minimum cardinality of an independent dominating set of 
a graph G. We strongly feel that the following is true. 
Conjecture 1. For a tree T, i(T) <~ 7w(T). 
The independent s rong domination umber is(G) of a graph G is the minimum 
cardinality of an sd-set which is independent. Similarly, we define the independent 
weak domination umber iw(G) of G. 
Clearly, for any graph G, i ~< is and i ~< iw. Allan and Laskar [1] have shown that if 
G does not contain K~,3 as an induced subgraph then 7 = i. Similar results hold for 7s 
and 7w. 
A "/-set is a minimum dominating set. Similarly, we define a 7s-set and a 7w-Set. 
Proposi t ion 4. I f  a graph G = (V, E) does not contain K1,3 as an induced subgraph then, 
(i) h = is, and (ii) 7w = iw. 
Proof. Let D 
now that the 
vertices in D 
be a h-set of G and [D[ = k. If D is independent then 7s = is. Suppose 
subgraph <D> induced by D has some edges. Let S be the set of all 
which are not isolated in <D), and x be a vertex of S such that 
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degx = max {deg v: v e S}. Let xy be an edge in (D) .  Then degy ~< degx. Note that 
all vertices in D with degrees greater than degx are isolated in (D) .  Let 
N -- {u e V - D: u is strongly dominated by only y in D}. Since, D is a minimal sd-set 
and x strongly dominates y, it follows by Proposit ion 1 that N is not empty. Note that 
no vertex in N is adjacent o any vertex z in D with deg z t> deg y. Let u and v be two 
vertices in N. Since G is K1.3-free, {uv, vx, ux}c~E ~ O. Also, since degx ~ degy and 
u, v e N, it follows that ux and vx are not edges. Hence, uv ~ E. This proves that any 
two vertices in Nu{y} are adjacent. Let Uo E N be such that deguo = max {degu: 
u ~ N}. Consider the set D' = (D - {y})•{Uo}. Clearly, all vertices in N - {Uo} are 
strongly dominated by Uo in D'. Also, y is strongly dominated by x in D'. Further, 
vertices in V - D - {Uo} are strongly dominated by vertices of D - {y} in D'. This 
proves that D' is an sd-set with [D'[ = k. If there are more vertices in D' adjacent o x, 
we consider them one by one, and replace them with vertices not adjacent o x until we 
obtain an sd-set D1 with IDx] -- k, such that x is isolated in (D~). IfD~ is independent, 
then we are done. If not, among the vertices in D~ which are not isolated in (D~) we 
select x~ having max imum degree and as above obtain an sd-set D 2 with [D2[ = k such 
that xl is isolated in (D2).  Continuing this process, we ultimately obtain a ?s-set D,, 
1 ~< r ~< k - 1, which is independent. 
The proof  of (ii) is similar, and we omit it. []  
If G is a line graph, then it is well-known that G does not contain K1.3 as an induced 
subgraph. Thus, 
Corollary 4.1. For any line graph G, (i) 7s = is, and (ii) ?w = iw. 
Full sets 
Definition. Let G = (V,E) be a graph and D c V. Then, 
(i) D is full if every u E D is adjacent o some v e V - D. 
(ii) D is s-full (w-full) if every u e D strongly (weakly) dominates ome v e V - D. 
As a consequence of the above definition, we have, 
Proposition 5. For any set D c V, 
(i) D is full if and only if, V - D is a dominating set. 
(ii) D is s-full if and only if, V - O is a wd-set. 
(iii) D is w-full if and only if, V - D is an sd-set. 
Proposition 6. Let G be a graph of order p. 
(i) I f  there exists a dominating set which is full, then, ~, <~ p/2. 
(ii) I f  there exists an sd-set D which is s-full or a wd-set which is w-full, then, 
~;~ + ~w <~ p. 
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Proof. (i) If D is a full dominating set, then, V - D is a dominating set, by Proposition 
5. Hence, 7 ~< IDI, 7 ~ P - I DI, and (i) follows. 
(ii) Let D be an sd-set which is s-full. Then, V - D is a wd-set, by Proposition 5. 
Hence, 7~<lDl, Tw<~p-lDJ, andTw~<P-Vs. [] 
In general, a minimal dominating set need not be full. However, in a nontrivial 
connected graph, any minimal dominating set is full. Also, in a graph, a minimal sd-set 
(wd-set) need not be s-full (w-full). In Fig. 1, the nonpendant vertices of G3 form 
a minimal sd-set which is not s-full. 
The notion of full sets suggests the following new parameters. 
Definition. The full numberf(G) of a graph G is the maximum number of vertices in 
a full set of G. The strong full number f~(G) (weak full number fw(G)) of G is the 
maximum cardinality of a strong (weak) full set of G. 
Proposition 7. Let G be a graph of order p. Then, 
f(G) + 7(G) = p, (9) 
f~(G) + ?w(G) = p, (10) 
fw(G) + 7s(G) = p. (11) 
Proof. We establish only (10), and omit the proofs of (9) and (11). If S is a 7w-Set, 
then, V - S is s-full. Hence, f~(G) ~> p - 7w(G). Now, let T be maximum s-full set. 
Then, V - T is a wd-set and hence, ~,w(G) ~< p -f~(G). [] 
For a graph G of order p, Nieminen [5] has shown that 7(G) + e(G) = p, where e(G) 
is the maximum number of pendant edges in a spanning forest of G. By (9), we see that 
fiG) = e(G) for any graph G. 
Let rio(G) be the independence number and co(G), the vertex covering number of 
a graph G. We now obtain some elementary bounds for the full numbers. 
Proposition 8. For any (p, q) graph G without isolates, 
rio(G) ~<f(G) ~< q, (12) 
6(G) ~<fs(G) <~f(G), (13) 
A(G) ~<fw(G) <~f(G). (14) 
Proof. It is well-known that y(G) ~< ~o(G) and p - q ~< y(G). Now, rio(G) -- p - Oto(G) 
<~ p - y(G) =f(G) ~< q. Also, (13) follows from (2), (110) and (9), while (14) follows from 
(1), (11) and (9). 
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Domination balanced graphs 
A graph G is domination balanced (d-balanced) if there exists an sd-set D1 and 
a wd-set D2 such that D1 c~D2 = 0. 
We now characterize d-balanced graphs. 
Proposition 9. For a graph G, the following statements are equivalent. 
(i) G is d-balanced. 
(ii) There exists an sd-set D which is s-full. 
(iii) There exists a wd-set D which is w-full. 
Proof. (i) =~ (ii). Since G is d-balanced, there exists an sd-set D1 and a wd-set D2 such 
that D1 c~D2 = 0. We claim that D~ is s-full. For, let u e D1. Since, D2 -~ V - D~, and 
D2 is a wd-set, there exists a v e D2 which weakly dominates u. Hence, u strongly 
dominates v e V - D~. Hence, D~ is s-full. 
(ii)=,(i). Let D be an sd-set which is s-full. Then, V -D  is a wd-set, by 
Proposition 5. This implies that G is d-balanced. 
(ii) =~ (iii). Since, D is s-full, V - D is a wd-set, by Proposition 5. Let v e V - D. Since 
D is an sd-set, there exists u • D which strongly dominates v. Hence, v weakly 
dominates u, and V - D is w-full. Similarly, (iii) =~ (ii). [] 
Corollary 9.1. I f  G is d-balanced, then, 
?s + ?w <~ P. 
We observe that the graph G 3 in Fig. 1 is not d-balanced, whereas Gj and G 2 are 
d-balanced. 
A graph G is fully domination balanced (fd-balanced) if there exists a partition of the 
vertex set V = DI wD2 of G such that D1 is a ?s-set and D2 is a ?w-set. 
Clearly, if G is fd-balanced, then, 7s + ?w = P. One can easily verify that the 
following graphs arefd-balanced: P,, Ps, C4, K .... m ~ n, the tree G2 of Fig. 1, and any 
tree T with a pendant edge at each vertex of T of degree at least two. 
We now characterize fd-balanced graphs. 
Proposition 10. A graph G of order p is fd-balanced if, and only if, (i) f~ +fw = P, and 
(ii) there exists a ?s-set (Tw-set) which is s-full (w-full). 
Proof. If G isfd-balanced, clearly, (i) holds. Also, there exists a partition V = D1 w D2, 
where D1 is a 7s-set and D2 is a ?w-Set. Since D2 is a wd-set, D1 = V - D2 is s-full, by 
Proposition 5. Conversely, suppose (i) and (ii) hold. Let D1 be a ?rset which is s-full. 
Then, D2 = V - D1 is a wd-set, by Proposition 5. Since (i) holds, ID21 = yw. This 
proves that G is fd-balanced. [] 
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Strong-weak domatie number 
A d-partition of G is a partition of V(G) into dominating sets. The domatic number 
d(G) of G is the maximum order of a d-partition of G. 
A partition V(G) = V~ ~ V2w ... ~ V. is a strong-weak domatic partition (swd- 
partition) of G if each Vi is an sd-set or a wd-set. 
The sw-domatic number d*(G) of G is the maximum order of an swd-partition of G. 
The following known results will be used in the sequel. 
Proposition 11 (Cockayne and Hedetniemi [2]). For any 9raph G of order p, 
d(G) ~< 6(G) + 1, (15) 
d(G) + d(G) <. p + 1, and (16) 
d(G) + 7(G) <~ p + 1 (17) 
with equality in (16) and (17) if and only if, G = Kp or / (v -  
Since any swd-partition of G is a d-partition, we have from (15)-(17), 
d*(G) <~ d(G) <<. 6(G) + 1, 
d*(G) + d*(G) <~ p + l, 
with equality in (19) if and only if G = Kp or Kp. 
(18) 
(19) 
Remarks. (1) If G is regular, then, d = d*. 
(2) One can easily verify that 
d*(K,.,,) = 2 when 2 ~< m < n, and d*(K,,,) = n. 
(3) For a tree with p/> 2 vertices, d(T) = 2 (see [2]). Hence, by (18), d*(T) ~< 2. For 
example, d* = 1 for the tree Ga in Fig. 1. 
Proposition 12. I f  G is of order p, 
d*+7~<p+l  
with equality if and only if, G = Kp or Kp. 
d* +Tw<<.p+ l 
with equality if G = Kp, Kp 
(20) 
(21) 
or Kl,p-l .  Also, if y w < 7s, the inequality in (21) is strict. 
Proof. By (18), d* ~< 6 + 1, and by (1), 7s ~< P -  d ~ p -  ~5. Hence, (20) follows. 
Clearly, equality in (20) holds when G = Kp or /(p. Suppose, G 4= Kp or /(p. If 
7~ = P - 6, then, since 7s ~< P - A, p - 6 ~< p - A, and so A = & Thus, G is regular, 
7s=7 and d*=d.  Now, d*+7s=d+y<p+l  by (17). If ) ,~<p-6 ,  then, 
7., + d* < (p - 6) + (6 + 1) = p + 1. This proves (20). To establish (21), we have, by 
(18) and (2), d* + 7w ~< P + 1. Clearly, equality holds when G = Kp, K,p or Kl.p 1. 
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Suppose 7w < ys. Then, G ~ Kp or / (p .  We claim 7w < P - 6 or d* < 6 + 1. For, let 
7w = P - 6 and d* = 6 + 1. Since, 7w < 7s, d* <~ P/Tw <<. P/(P - d* + 1). Hence, 
(p - d*) (d* - 1) ~< 0 (A) 
Since both factors in (A) are nonnegative, d* = p or d* = 1. If d* = p, G = Kp. If 
d* = 1, then, G may or may not have an isolated vertex. Suppose, deg v = 0 for some 
v•  V. Since, G - v 4=/(p_l,  7w(G-  v) < p -  1 and 7w < P. If G has no isolated 
vertices, then, 6 1> 1 and 1 =d*< 6 + 1. This proves our claim and hence, 
d*+Tw<p+ 1. []  
Concluding remarks. (1) The notion of strong-weak dominat ion can be generalized as 
follows: 
Consider a pair (G,0), where G = (V,E) is a graph and O: V ~ R is a function from 
V into the set of reals R. For  u, v • V, u strongly dominates v, and v weakly dominates 
u if(i) uv • E, and (ii) 0(u)/> 0(v). What  we have discussed here is a special case when 
0(u) = deg u for all u • V. One may as well study strong-weak dominat ion for other 
functions. 
(2) Hatt ingh and Laskar [3] have recently proved Conjecture 1. They have also 
shown that 7w(T) ~< f lo(T) for a tree T and exhibit an infinite class of trees in which 
the differences 7w - i and flo - ~w can be made arbitrari ly large. They show that the 
decision problem corresponding to the computat ion of 7w(G) is NP-complete,  even for 
bipartite graphs and provide a linear algorithm to compute 7w(T) for a tree T. 
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